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designing efficient sorting algorithms for manycore gpus - 1 designing efﬁcient sorting algorithms for
manycore gpus nadathur satish dept. of electrical engineering and computer sciences university of california,
berkeley designing efficient sorting algorithms for manycore gpus - designing efﬁcient sorting
algorithms for manycore gpus nadathur satish university of california, berkeley mark harris michael garland
nvidia corporation efficient algorithms for finding maximum matching in graphs - efficient algorithms f(
s 0 s figure 1. an edge (i, j) is considered and a blossom b is generated. edge (e, h) has not been considered.
designing efﬁcient algorithms for the eventually perfect ... - designing efﬁcient algorithms for the
eventually perfect failure detector class mikel larrea, alberto lafuente, iratxe soraluze and roberto cortin˜as a
modular technique for the design of efficient ... - a modular technique for designing leader finding
algorithms 85 developed. this technique greatly simplifies the design of distributed leader designing highperformance and power-efficient motor ... - designing high-performance and power-efficient motor
control systems june 2009 2 texas instruments the piccolo™ architecture has been optimized for digital control
applications with advanced architectural designing efficient distributed algorithms using sampling ... designing efﬁcient distributed algorithms using sampling techniques s. rajasekaran and d.s.l. wei university of
florida and university of aizu comp3005 design and analysis of algorithms (3,3,0) - 2 describe the
techniques for designing efficient algorithms: divide-and-conquer, greedy and approximate algorithms,
dynamic programming, amortized analysis, and computational geometry 3 describe the advanced data
structures of red-black tree, b-tree and van emde boas trees 3. a survey of techniques for designing i/oeﬃcient algorithms - 3. a survey of techniques for designing i/o-eﬃcient algorithms 37 3.2 basic techniques
3.2.1 scanning scanning is the simplest of all paradigms applied in i/o-eﬃcient algorithms. designing
efficient maximum-likelihood soft-decision ... - designing efficient maximum-likelihood soft-decision
decoding algorithms for linear block codes using algorithm a* yunghsiang s. han1 carlos r. p. hartmann2
design and analysis of algorithms - sites.google - for designing efficient algorithms is present even
today. prepared by : dr. milan vachhani there is no standard method for designing efficient algorithms. despite
this, there are a few generalizations that can be made about the problem characteristics, while other
characteristics would be specific to a particular problem. we shall discuss some means of improving the
efficiency of an algorithm ... design and algorithms for efficient and robust autonomous ... speciﬁcally, two algorithms are presented and analyzed in detail that share a common element: namely
inertial measurements, i.e. accelerometer and rate gyro readings subjected to their kinematics equations.
designing an energy efficient prediction-based algorithm ... - designing an energy efficient predictionbased algorithm for target tracking in wireless sensor networks fatemeh deldar department of computer
engineering parallel write-efficient algorithms and data structures ... - in designing these algorithms,
we introduce several techniques for obtaining write-efficiency, including dag tracing, prefix doubling, andαlabeling, which we believe will be useful for designing reliable algorithms in unreliable memories p. 1 space efficient algorithms for the burrows-wheeler backtransformation p. 293 cache-oblivious comparisonbased algorithms on multisets p. 305 oblivious vs. distribution-based sorting : an experimental evaluation p.
317
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